
In 2022, more than 30% of organizations will prioritize connectivity resiliency to ensure business 

continuity, resulting in uninterrupted digital engagement for customers, employees, and partners.

Industry trend

 Source: IDC 

Enhance your data 
management for an 
accelerated digital journey
The powerful convergence of HCL VelocITy and Rubrik 
capabilities can fast-track your digital adoption

Organizations are constantly harnessing the power of cloud in the pursuit of digital 
transformation. Workloads are becoming increasingly distributed, with applications running in 
public and private clouds, as well as in traditional datacenters. E�ective data management 
strategies to ensure business continuity and regulatory compliance is a key ask. Meeting the 
specified recovery time objective (RTO) and recovery point objective (RPO) is crucial in 
maintaining business continuity.

Challenges to data protection and management

Lack of visibility and control

Recovering virtual machines (VMs)
that are no longer functioning correctly

Long recovery time

Multiple complex job workflows Cost optimization issues

Lack of standardization

Data risk due to increasing
malicious attacks



Eliminate bottlenecks with HCL VelocITy
HCL VelocITy is a hybrid cloud solution that addresses customer demands of faster time-to-market,t agility, 
and predictability to help drive digital initiatives. It is a holistic framework that encompasses end-to-end 
service delivery of hybrid cloud solutions taking into consideration people, process, and infrastructure. 

Unlock extended data protection and management
capabilities with Rubrik
VelocITy’s integration with Rubrik helps modernize backup and recovery so that customers 
can kick-start their cloud journey with seamless, automated protection for VMware-based 
workloads. The integrated solution has multiple advantages:

HCL VelocITy framework
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It pairs well with the 
VMware Cloud Foundation 
policy-based architecture. 

As you shift your on-premises 
applications to VMware Cloud, 

Rubrik orchestrates all critical data 
management functions—backup, 

recovery, search, archival, analytics, 
and more— for your hybrid cloud 

environment.

Users can also automate 
backup and archival to 

designated targets at fixed 
intervals to automate 
RPO/RTO compliance. 



Features

Benefits

Intelligent 
ransomware 

detection

Linear 
scalability 

SDDC 
backup 
ability 

Simplified 
automation

Backed by the 
HCL DRYiCE 
framework

Ease of 
configuration and 

management
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Prominent use cases

Validated and fully 
tested 30+ use 

cases depending 
on customer 
requirements 

Faster 
migration and 
deployment 

timelines

Better TCO 
reduction over 

traditional 
solutions 

Flexible 
commercial 
construct

Guaranteed data 
protection within the 
business-demanded

RPO and RTO

Protection and recovery of management components 

Automate backup and recovery jobs 

Instant recovery

Live mount VMs against testing and audit

File-level recovery

Recover to any point in time using Continuous Data Protection (CDP)

Cloud mobility



Why HCL

Leader in all analyst 
reports for cloud 
(Gartner, IDC, 
Everest Group, ISG, 
Avasant)

An early adopter of 
VMC, having tested 
all its major use 
cases 

One of the key initial 
VMware partners to 
be certified globally 
on VVD 4.X 

Access to a complete 
set of deployment 
guides and 
documentation

Early access to VCF 
testing 

Proven expertise in 
carrying out PoCs 
basis customer's 
environment

State-of-the-art SDI 
lab and dedicated 
CoE to support 
deployments

For more information, please write to us at contact.hyc@hcl.com

Our partnership ecosystem

HCL Technologies (HCL) empowers global enterprises with technology for the next decade today. HCL’s
Mode 1-2-3 strategy, through its deep-domain industry expertise, customer-centricity and entrepreneurial
culture of ideapreneurship™ enables businesses to transform into next-gen enterprises.

HCL o�ers its services and products through three lines of business - IT and Business Services (ITBS),
Engineering and R&D Services (ERS), and Products & Platforms (P&P). ITBS enables global enterprises to
transform their businesses through o�erings in areas of Applications, Infrastructure, Digital Process
Operations, and next generation digital transformation solutions. ERS o�ers engineering services and
solutions in all aspects of product development and platform engineering while under P&P. HCL provides
modernized software products to global clients for their technology and industry specific requirements.
Through its cutting-edge co-innovation labs, global delivery capabilities, and broad global network, HCL
delivers holistic services in various industry verticals, categorized under Financial Services, Manufacturing,
Technology & Services, Telecom & Media, Retail & CPG, Life Sciences, and Healthcare and Public Services.

As a leading global technology company, HCL takes pride in its diversity, social responsibility, sustainability,
and education initiatives. As of 12 months ending on December 31, 2021, HCL has a consolidated revenue of US
$ 11.18 billion and its 197,777 ideapreneurs operate out of 52 countries. For more information, visit
www.hcltech.comwww.hcltech.com


